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INTRODUCTION 
Hic nullus labor est ruborque nullus: 
Hoc iuvit, iuvat et diu iuvabit; 
Hoc non deficit incipitque semper. 
PETRONIUS ARBITER. 
I 
The first and most important problem which every student 
of the aesthetics of poetry will have to solve for himself, is the 
question whether the poetical faculty is to be identified with 
the intuition or with the intellect. After many centuries of 
thought and controversy no agreement has been reached on this 
head. Whereas Croce and Bremond, for example, unconditionally 
identify the poetical faculty with the intuition, Valery still 
maintains, though perhaps with less conviction than he used 
to, that it is the intellect which must be considered as the 
source of poetry. The easiest way to approach the problem is 
to compare poetry with the other arts, especially with music, 
starting from the assumption that all arts are essentially the 
same and that they only differ in their material of expression; 
or to put it differently: a. All arts aim at expressing in physical 
symbols what the artists experienced during the moments of 
inspiration; b. All arts are essentially the same though they 
use different materials and appeal to different senses. The fact, 
therefore, that music fashions its symbols from sound and compo-
sition, painting from colour, lines, and different degrees of 
'light', and poetry from words, does not mean that those arts 
differ in any essential respect. If we turn now to mnsic we 
are forced to conclude at once that music has no 'meaning', 
no prose contents, no contents which could be analysed by the 
intellect. The stories which some people think they hear in music 
are personal associations which have nothing whatever to do 
with the music, which merely starts the day-dream. It wm 
also be found that these supposed contents of music vary 
considerably for each member of a group of persons who have 
listened to the same piece of music. But if music 'means' nothing, 
informs the listener of nothing, we have to assume the same 
for poetry as such. That poetry actually lacks this informative 






